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UPDATES FROM THE FIELD 

Let’s Not Lose Our Investment in College Youth to Binge Drinking! 

Drinking rates among 8th graders and young teens have gone down by 
substantial amounts, but the decline in binge drinking among college 
students is less impressive. These results suggest the wisdom of shifting 
more focus to the college population. After all, these students represent 
a major investment in our future. Our investment is at risk when our 
college youth drop out due to drinking problems, or worse sustain death 
or injuries through vehicle crashes, falls and poisoning. Students like the 
best hope at curbing college binge can benefit from information on how 
drinking can affect them and interfere with their goals as well as 
strategies for handling high-stress and high-risk situations. Colleges can 
help by hosting events where alcohol isn't the focus and making 
healthcare accessible to students that need it. In the wider community 
limiting the number of outlets, keeping the price higher to discourage 
price-sensitive youth and making sure alcohol regulations are being 
enforced and ID is being checked at stores and bars. As with most issues, 
going at a problem from multiple angles provides the best chance for 
success. A good source for strategies in dealing with this issue is 
http://www.udetc.org/documents/EnvStratCollege.pdf. 
To learn more visit: 
http://www.healthyalcoholmarket.com/pdf/Newsletterfebruary2015.pdf 

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO REDUCING 
UNDERAGE DRINKING IN STATES 

New Alcohol Compliance Program Starting Up 

The Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services has 
launched a new program aimed at reducing alcohol sales to minors at 
stores. Funded by a recently awarded 5-year grant, the Alcohol Reward 
and Reminder Program will continue the common use of a “buyer” who 
looks to be underage to see if clerks are carefully checking IDs. Under the 
new program, retailers will be visited at least once a year by a team 
composed of a trained adult surveyor and a trained 21-year-old who 
looks younger. The 21-year-old will attempt to purchase alcohol without 
proof of age while the surveyor observes. If the clerk refuses a sale 
because the “buyer” has no proof of age or for any other reason, the 
21-year-old will leave the store and the surveyor will step up and 
congratulate the clerk. The clerk will also be handed a reward card to fill 
out that gives the clerk a chance to win a $100 gift card that will be 
drawn four times a year. If the clerk does not ask for proof of age and 
appears to be willing to make the sale, the “buyer” will not purchase the 
alcohol and will leave the store. The surveyor will then hand the clerk a 
“reminder” card that explains the potential legal consequences of selling 
alcohol to a minor. To learn more visit: 
http://www.flatheadnewsgroup.com/hungryhorsenews/new-alcohol-
compliance-program-starting-up/article_0764c7d0-9a8f-11e4-80f3-
efdde257c53c.html 

PAST NATIONAL WEBINARS AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD! 

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s (OJJDP) 
Underage Drinking Enforcement Training Center (UDETC) offers past 
webinars as a cost-effective means of providing effective programming 
for law enforcement, community leaders, and others engaged in science-
to-practice strategies to prevent underage drinking. Underage drinking 
laws and their enforcement include many specific topics of substantive 
interest to various sites. To provide information on these topics 
efficiently and cost-effectively, the webinar recordings are available as a 
free resource. Each webinar is hosted by UDETC and includes 
presentations by national experts, researchers, and representatives from 
OJJDP-funded sites who have experience in a specific area of interest. 
Written materials on the topic, including presentation handouts, are 
available on the UDETC website. All national webinars are moderated by 
UDETC staff or consultants and organized with speakers who are experts 
in the featured content area. To listen or download webinar recordings 
visit: http://www.udetc.org/AudioConferences.htm 

LEGAL CASE 

“Does the Rule Apply or Does the Exception to the Rule Apply?” 

On January 7, 2015, the Appellate Court of Illinois, Third District rendered 
their opinion in the matter of People v. Cannon, Ill: Appellate Court, 3rd 
Dist. 2015. Cannon was charged with unlawful consumption of alcohol by 
a minor (235 ILCS 5/6-20(e) (West 2012)). Prior to trial, he filed a motion 
to suppress evidence, arguing that the police violated his fourth 
amendment rights by entering the back deck of his home without a 
warrant or consent. The trial court conducted a hearing and denied the 
motion. Following a bench trial, the court found the defendant guilty and 
sentenced him to 24 months’ probation. On appeal, defendant Travis 
Cannon appealed his conviction by the trial court. 

Denise Byrd, a police officer with the Village of Minooka, testified that 
she was on patrol on August 9, 2012, when she received a dispatch for a 
noise complaint and possible underage drinking at 107 Rivers Edge Court 
in Minooka. When she arrived at that address, she heard loud voices that 
appeared to be coming from the rear of the house. She walked to the 
back of the house but “couldn't see anything from the ground,” so she 
walked onto the back deck. She observed six or seven people sitting 
around a table that had numerous beer cans and liquor bottles on it. 
Illinois law has some exceptions to the general rule regarding the charge 
of a minor in possession of alcohol. Is the defendant not guilty due to the 
exception? To learn more visit: 
http://www.udetc.org/documents/ResourceAlerts/March2015case.pdf 

 
To print a copy of this month’s Resource Alert, visit: 
www.udetc.org/documents/ResourceAlerts/ 
ResourceAlert0315.pdf 
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THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, Plaintiff-Appellee, 

v. 

TRAVIS L. CANNON, Defendant-Appellant. 

No. 3-13-0672. 

 

Appellate Court of Illinois, Third District. 

 

Opinion filed January 7, 2015. 

 

JUSTICE LYTTON delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion. 

 

Justice O'Brien concurred in the judgment and opinion. 

 

Justice Schmidt concurred in part and dissented in part in the judgment, with opinion. 

 

OPINION 

 

JUSTICE LYTTON delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion. 

 

¶ 1 Defendant, Travis Cannon, was charged with unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor 

(235 ILCS 5/6-20(e) (West 2012)). Prior to trial, he filed a motion to suppress evidence, arguing 

that the police violated his fourth amendment rights by entering the back deck of his home 

without a warrant or consent. The trial court conducted a hearing and denied the motion. 

Following a bench trial, the court found defendant guilty and sentenced him to 24 months' 

probation. On appeal, defendant contends that (1) the trial court erred in denying his motion to 

suppress, and (2) the State did not prove him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. We reverse. 

 

¶ 2 At the hearing on defendant's motion to suppress evidence, Denise Byrd, a police officer with 

the Village of Minooka, testified that she was on patrol on August 9, 2012, when she received a 

dispatch of a noise complaint and possible underage drinking at 107 Rivers Edge Court in 

Minooka. When she arrived at that address, she heard loud voices that appeared to be coming 

from the rear of the house. She walked to the back of the house but "couldn't see anything from 

the ground," so she walked onto the back deck. She observed six or seven people sitting around a 

table that had numerous beer cans and liquor bottles on it. Byrd said, "Hi. Hello." Defendant 

responded, "Get off my property. You don't have a warrant to be here." Defendant then told 

everyone to go inside the house. Byrd remained on the deck while everyone "shuffled inside of 

the house" through the patio door. Byrd could see defendant's mother, Sandra Cannon, inside the 

house by the patio door. 

 

¶ 3 Byrd called for backup and walked toward the front of the house. When she got to the yard 

on the side of the house, she saw defendant running toward her. Defendant said he would speak 

to her on the front porch. Byrd testified that she could detect the odor of an alcoholic beverage 

coming from defendant's mouth. 



 

¶ 4 On the front porch, Byrd told defendant she wanted to speak to one of his parents. Defendant 

initially refused, but Sandra eventually came out of the house and onto the front porch. When 

Byrd asked Sandra if she was hosting an underage drinking party, she responded, "No, there is 

nobody drinking in the house." 

 

¶ 5 Sergeant Matthew Chinski of the Minooka police department testified that he responded to 

Cannon's home at Byrd's request. When he arrived, he went to the front porch of the property, 

where he encountered defendant. Defendant had slurred speech, bloodshot and glassy eyes, and a 

strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from his facial area, leading Chinski to believe that 

defendant had consumed one or more alcoholic beverages. Chinski asked defendant his age. 

Defendant said he was 19 years old. Defendant was being argumentative and attempted to go 

back inside the house, but Chinski told him he was not free to leave and grabbed his shoulder. 

Defendant's mother then tried to pull defendant into the house, and Chinski arrested her for 

obstructing justice. Defendant was arrested for unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor. 

 

¶ 6 After the above testimony was presented, the State moved for a directed finding, denying 

defendant's motion to suppress. The trial court granted the State's motion and denied defendant's 

motion to suppress. Defendant filed a motion to reconsider, which the trial court also denied. 

 

¶ 7 Defendant then filed a motion to dismiss the charges against him, arguing that he was not 

guilty of underage consumption because he was drinking in his own home under the supervision 

and approval of his mother. The trial court denied the motion, ruling that there were questions of 

fact regarding whether defendant was under his mother's supervision while drinking. 

 

¶ 8 Defendant's case proceeded to a bench trial. Byrd testified to the same facts as she did at the 

hearing on defendant's motion to suppress. She added that she did not see defendant's mother 

until after defendant "shuffled" everyone from the back deck inside the house. Byrd did not 

know if Sandra was on the back deck prior to that. 

 

¶ 9 Byrd testified that she asked defendant if he had consumed any alcohol. He replied, "No." 

Byrd asked to speak to the "owner of the house." Defendant told her that she was in bed. Several 

minutes later, Sandra came onto the porch. Sandra never said that she allowed defendant to drink 

alcohol, and Byrd never asked Sandra if defendant had permission to drink alcohol. Byrd 

admitted that she did not know if Sandra supervised defendant drinking alcohol. 

 

¶ 10 Chinski testified consistently with his testimony at the suppression hearing. He also said 

that he observed that defendant had "slurred, thick-tongued speech, bloodshot glassy eyes, [and 

a] pretty strong odor of alcoholic beverage coming from him." Based on his training and 

experience, Chinski concluded that defendant had consumed alcohol. 

 

¶ 11 Officer Robert Stukel, Jr., of the Minooka police department testified that he responded to a 

call to 107 Rivers Edge Court at approximately 2:13 a.m. on August 9, 2012. When he was at the 

front of the residence, defendant ran toward him and said something like, "What are you guys 

doing on my property?" or "Get the fuck off of my property." Stukel could smell an odor of 

alcohol emanating from defendant's breath. 



 

¶ 12 After all of the evidence was presented, the trial court ruled that the State met its burden of 

proving defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of unlawful consumption of alcohol by a 

minor. The court sentenced defendant to 24 months' court supervision. 

 

¶ 13 

 

 I 

¶ 14 Defendant first argues that the trial court erred in denying his motion to suppress evidence. 

He contends that Officer Byrd violated his fourth amendment rights when she walked onto the 

back deck of his home without a warrant or consent. 

 

¶ 15 The fourth amendment of the United States Constitution provides: "The right of the people 

to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and 

seizures, shall not be violated * * *." U.S. Const., amend. IV. Likewise, under our state 

constitution, "[t]he people shall have the right to be secure in their persons, houses, papers[,] and 

other possessions against unreasonable searches[ and] seizures." Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 6. 

 

¶ 16 Law enforcement officers may lawfully approach the front door of a residence to conduct an 

investigation. People v. Redman, 386 Ill. App. 3d 409, 418 (2008). They can proceed to a back 

door after they have knocked on the front door and received no answer but they have reason to 

believe someone is home. See People v. Woodrome, 2013 IL App (4th) 130142, ¶ 24; Hardesty 

v. Hamburg Township, 461 F.3d 646, 654 (6th Cir. 2007). Officers may approach the back door 

of a residence where circumstances indicate that the officers might find the homeowner there. 

Alvarez v. Montgomery County, 147 F.3d 354, 356 (4th Cir. 1998); see also People v. Redman, 

386 Ill. App. 3d 409, 418 (2008) (an officer may approach the back of a residence "where a 

legitimate reason is shown for approaching the back door"). 

 

¶ 17 Here, Byrd testified that she initially proceeded to the back of defendant's house because she 

heard noise coming from there. She proceeded up the back deck, attempting to find and speak to 

the owner of the house. Since noise was coming from the back deck, it was reasonable for Byrd 

to believe that she might find the homeowner there and talk to him or her about the noise 

complaint she was investigating. Based on these circumstances, Byrd did not violate defendant's 

fourth amendment rights. See Alvarez, 147 F.3d at 356; Redman, 386 Ill. App. 3d at 418. The 

trial court properly denied defendant's motion to suppress. 

 

¶ 18  

 

II 

 

¶ 19 Defendant next argues that the trial court erred in finding him guilty of unlawful 

consumption of alcohol by a minor because the State failed to prove that his mother was not 

supervising him when he drank alcohol in his home. 

 

¶ 20 The Liquor Control Act of 1934 (Act) provides that "[t]he consumption of alcoholic liquor 

by any person under 21 years of age is forbidden." 235 ILCS 5/6-20(e) (West 2012). However, 



the Act further provides that "the consumption [of alcoholic liquor] by a person under 21 years 

of age under the direct supervision and approval of the parents or parent or those persons 

standing in loco parentis of such person under 21 years of age in the privacy of a home, is not 

prohibited by this Act." 235 ILCS 5/6-20(g) (West 2012). 

 

¶ 21 Section 6-20(g) is an exemption to the Act. People v. Finkenbinder, 2011 IL App (2d) 

100901, ¶ 10. When a criminal statute contains an exemption and the legislature intends the 

burden of proving the exemption to be on the defendant, the legislature specifically sets forth that 

intent in a provision of the statute. People v. Perkins, 225 Ill. App. 3d 405, 408 (1992) (citing 

section 24-2(h) of the deadly weapons statute (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 38, ¶ 24-2(h) (now 720 

ILCS 5/24-2 (West 2012))); section 506 of the Controlled Substances Act (Ill Rev. Stat. 1989, 

ch. 56 1/2, ¶ 1506) (now 720 ILCS 570/506 (West 2012))); section 16 of the Cannabis Control 

Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 56 1/2, ¶ 716 (now 720 ILCS 550/16 (West 2012))). Where a 

criminal statute contains an exemption and the legislature has not set forth a provision within the 

statute allocating the burden of persuasion as to the exemption, we presume that the burden is on 

the State, not the defendant. Id. The Act does not contain a provision indicating who has the 

burden of proving the exemption set forth in section 6-20(g). See 235 ILCS 5/6-1 et seq. (West 

2012). As such, the burden of proving that the exemption does not apply should be on the State. 

See Perkins, 225 Ill. App. 3d at 408.
[1]

 

 

¶ 22 The exemption requires that a parent supervise the minor's actual consumption of alcohol, 

not all of the minor's activities while the alcohol is still in his system. People v. Haase, 2012 IL 

App (2d) 110220, ¶ 15. The term "supervise" means "`to coordinate, direct, and inspect 

continuously and at first hand the accomplishment of'" an act. Finkenbinder, 2011 IL App (2d) 

100901, ¶ 12 (quoting Webster's Third New International Dictionary 2296 (1993)). It is not 

enough for a parent to approve of the defendant's consumption of alcohol and merely be present 

in the same house while the defendant is consuming the alcohol. Id. ¶ 13. The parent must be 

"conducting a continuous and first-hand coordination, direction, [and] inspection of defendant's 

alcohol consumption" so that she is aware of how much defendant drank, the type of alcohol 

defendant drank, and where defendant is at all times when drinking. Id. 

 

¶ 23 Here, the State established that defendant was drinking alcohol in his home while his 

mother was present. Although defendant initially told Byrd that his mother could not come to the 

door because she was in bed, the evidence does not support that statement. Officer Byrd testified 

that she saw Sandra awake and inside the house just minutes earlier when all of the individuals 

from the deck shuffled into the house. A few minutes later, Sandra came to the front door. No 

one testified that she looked like she has just gotten out of bed. 

 

¶ 24 It was the State's burden to establish that defendant was not directly supervised by his 

mother while he was drinking alcohol. Officer Byrd testified that she did not know if Sandra was 

on the back deck or inside the house supervising defendant while he drank alcohol. No one 

testified that they saw defendant drinking outside the presence and supervision of his mother. 

Under the facts of this case, the State failed to meet its burden of proving that defendant did not 

fall within the exemption of the Act. The trial court erred in finding defendant guilty beyond a 

reasonable doubt of unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor. 

 



 

¶ 25  

 

III 

 

¶ 26 The judgment of the circuit court of Will County is reversed. 

¶ 

 27 Reversed. 

 

¶ 28 JUSTICE SCHMIDT, concurring in part and dissenting in part 

. 

¶ 29 I agree with the majority's finding that the officer did not violate defendant's fourth 

amendment rights when she approached the back porch of the house. This is where my 

agreement begins and ends. I would find that defendant had the burden of proving that he was 

entitled to the exemption. 

 

¶ 30 The State bears the burden of proving each element of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt. 

However, at issue here is whether an exemption applied, not whether the State proved every 

element of the crime. The majority equates the exemption to an affirmative defense by finding 

that the State has the burden of proving that the exemption does not apply. Supra ¶ 21. I 

disagree. Affirmative defenses require that the State disprove the affirmative defense beyond a 

reasonable doubt once the defendant presents sufficient evidence to raise such defense. People v. 

Washington, 326 Ill. App. 3d 1089, 1093 (2002) (citing People v. Smith, 237 Ill. App. 3d 901, 

907 (1992)). 

 

¶ 31 Contrary to the majority's position, our supreme court has held that exemptions are distinct 

from affirmative defenses under our statutory scheme. People v. Smith, 71 Ill. 2d 95, 105 (1978). 

Where the legislature intends a provision to qualify as an affirmative defense, it has labeled it as 

such. Id. at 106; People v. Jones, 75 Ill. App. 3d 214, 227 (1979). Furthermore, the court held 

that exemptions have never been an issue for the State to prove. Smith, 71 Ill. 2d at 105. In fact, 

"the State need never negate any exemption." (Emphases added.) Id. at 105-06. Requiring the 

State to disprove an exemption "would place impossible burdens upon effective prosecution." Id. 

at 105. Furthermore, if the State need disprove an exemption, then someone needs to explain to 

me how an exemption differs from an affirmative defense. If the majority is correct, an 

exemption is no different than an affirmative defense. The legislature avoided this problem by 

requiring the State to prove every element of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt, while 

requiring defendant to prove his entitlement to the exemption. Id. Moreover, our supreme court 

held that placing the burden on defendant to prove that he is exempt does not violate 

fundamental principles of justice or due process. Id. at 107. 

 

¶ 32 Here, section 6-20(g) is an exemption to the Act, which forbids the consumption of alcohol 

by a minor. 235 ILCS 5/6-20(g) (West 2012); People v. Finkenbinder, 2011 IL App (2d) 100901, 

¶ 10. The State was not required to negate that exemption. Evidence established that defendant 

was a minor and consumed alcohol. Defendant failed to present evidence to establish that he was 

entitled to the exemption. Therefore, the court did not err in finding defendant guilty of unlawful 

consumption of alcohol by a minor. 



 

¶ 33 Assuming, arguendo, that the State had the burden of proving that the exemption did not 

apply, I would find that defendant did not provide sufficient evidence to even raise the 

exemption. The statute and case law make it clear that the exemption requires direct supervision 

by a parent; mere presence in the same house is not enough. People v. Haase, 2012 IL App (2d) 

110220; People v. Finkenbinder, 2011 IL App (2d) 100901; 235 ILCS 5/6-20(g) (West 2012). In 

Finkenbinder, the defendant's parents hosted a party; defendant's mother allowed him "to 

consume alcohol." Finkenbinder, 2011 IL App (2d) 100901, ¶ 3. "During the party, defendant 

and his mother were not in the same room at all times * * *." Id. Police officers later stopped 

defendant while he was walking in the middle of a street. Id. ¶ 4. Defendant admitted to 

consuming shots of alcohol and three beers. Id. Defendant's mother did not know that he had left 

the house or that defendant had consumed shots of alcohol. Id. ¶ 5. The court found that the 

mother's mere presence at the party did not amount to "supervision — must less the direct 

supervision" of the defendant's consumption of alcohol. Id. ¶ 13. 

 

¶ 34 Here, defendant did not present evidence establishing that his mother approved of or 

directly supervised his consumption of alcohol. The evidence merely established that defendant's 

mother was in the house while defendant consumed alcohol either inside and/or outside on the 

back porch. Therefore, even if the State had to prove that the exemption did not apply, I would 

find that defendant did not present sufficient evidence to raise the exemption. The mother's mere 

presence in the home during this party was insufficient to raise the issue of defendant's 

entitlement to the exemption. 

 

¶ 35 For the foregoing reasons, I respectfully dissent. 

 

[1] The dissent cites People v. Smith, 71 Ill. 2d 95 (1978), for the proposition that defendant 

bears the burden of proving the exemption. However, the deadly weapon statute at issue in Smith 

stands in stark contrast to the Act. The deadly weapons statute states: "The defendant shall have 

the burden of proving * * * an exemption." 720 ILCS 5/24-2(h) (West 2012). The Act contains 

no provision placing the burden of proving its exemption on the defendant Thus, Smith is not 

controlling. 
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